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N November, 1905, a large hoard of  about 400 gold coins 

was discovered in the Department L a Marne between 

Rheims and Chalons-sur-Marne : the exact spot has been 

kept a secret for  local reasons. Monsieur Adrien Blanchet 

gives a short account of  this find  in the Revue Nznnismatique,  1906, 

page 76. One-half  of  the hoard consisted of  staters of  the Morini, 

amongst which were several coins with remnants of  the head of  the 

prototype on the obverse and with the disjointed horse on the reverse : 

the average weight of  the staters was 6^50 grammes ( ioo - 3 grains) 

with a gold purity of  rather less than 18 carats (French ; titre  of 

700/1,000). T h e other half  of  the hoard was composed of  about 

200 globular gold staters marked with a small cross on one face, 

somewhat similar to those which had been previously found  at Sainte-

Preuve, Aisne, not far  from  Rheims. The average weight of  these 

globular staters is 7'30 grammes (112*65 grains) and the gold purity 

about 17 carats (French ; litre  of  685/1,000). As their weight is 

heavier and their gold purity less than those of  the cupped staters with 

the debased head and the disjointed horse, M. Adrien Blanchet 

concludes that possibly they had an equal currency in those times, 

In the Revue Numismatique,  1907, the same writer contributes 

a paper on " Unpublished Gaulish Coins" and describes as No. 7 the 

following  coin (page 467) : — 
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Obverse.—A cross with equal arms, each terminating in three lines, 
which diverge and end at the edge of  the coin, forming  triangles. 

Reverse.—Plain convex, except for  a small torque with very divergent 
extremities ending in pellets, near the edge of  the coin, which is 
globular and of  yellow gold weighing 7 grammes (IOS'OI grains); 
in the Cabinet of  Dr. L. Capitan of  Paris.1 

M. B l a n c h e t il lustrates the coin in Plate X I V , F i g . 7 ; he 

considers the cross is characterist ic and the torque v e r y distinct and 

not to be mistaken for  the letter C : he adds that g lobular staters of  the 

s a m e type were found  pretty frequently  s o m e fifty  years a g o at 

L a Plante B a r d o n at M o i n v i l l e ( C o m m u n e of  Maincy , some 

2 ki lometres ( 1 ^ miles) to the east of  Melun). S ir John E v a n s has 

kindly referred  m e to The  Archeology and Prehistoric  Annals of 

Scotland\  b y D a n i e l Wi lson, publ ished in 1851. O n p a g e 520 the 

following  is to be found  : — 

" The most primitive form  of  Scottish coinage is evidently the 
simple gold pellets usually marked by a cross in relief.  The two 
examples engraved here, the size of  the originals, are from  the 
remarkable hoard discovered at Cairnmuir, Peeblesshire, in 1806. They 
resemble two segments of  a sphere irregularly joined and appear to 
have been cast in a mould. Forty of  the same simple class of  early 

currency were found,  along with what appears to have been a gold 
funicular  tore, in the parish of  Dolphinston, Lanarkshire, and marked, 
like those of  Cairnmuir, with the impression of  ' a star.' Little 
hesitation can be felt  in assigning to the same class a discovery in the 
parish of  Dunnichen, Forfarshire,  of  ' a number of  small gold bullets 
which seem to have been the current coin of  the times when they were 
formed.'" 

A short t ime a g o I purchased from  Mr. A. H . Baldwin, two 

specimens of  the cupped staters and one bullet-shaped stater from  this 

1 A very similar coin is in the British M u s e u m , except that there is no torque on the 

reverse. 
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recent French hoard, the subject of  my paper to-night. Owing to the 

same gentleman's kindness, I am able to exhibit ten more cupped 

staters and fifteen  more bullet-shaped staters from  the same hoard, 

which I shall now proceed to describe. 

T h e twelve cupped or ordinary shaped staters correspond very 

closely with the description given of  Evans, Plate B, No. 8 in The 

<Coins of  the Ancient Britons, viz. : — 

Obverse.—Plain and convex. 
Reverse.—Disjointed, tailless horse to the right, a pellet below ; above 

the arms of  Victory, pellets, etc. The exergue is ornamented 
. . . . with the zig-zag pattern, viz.: an exergual line with 
the space below divided into triangular compartments with pellets 
in each. 

Frequently the whole device is surrounded by a beaded circle 

•(see Ruding, Plate I, i, 3 and 4). Sir John Evans subdivides the 

•coins of  this type into two classes, one represented by Ruding, Plate I, 

1, 3 and 4, and the other by that given on his plate (Plate B, 8) and in 

•the Numismatic  Chronicle,  vol. i, Plate II, 2. The horses on those 

•of  the first  have frequently  a sort of  spurs, something like those on a 

game-cock, projecting from  their hind legs ; or hair-like lines about the 

fetlock-joints,  as if  they were of  the cart-horse breed. Eight of  the 

.twelve specimens exhibited to-night are of  this first  class and show the 

game-cock spurs very distinctly, Plate, Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10 

.and 1 1 ; the remaining four  would probably show the same peculiarity, 

if  the extremities of  the hind legs were not off  the coin. Nearly all 

the twelve coins show more or less distinctly a peculiar object behind 

the horse which may represent the detached tail : it consists apparently 

of  two three-spiked locks of  hair joined unevenly end on end at their 

.roots ; it is also somewhat similar to the classic form  of  Jupiter's 

thunderbolt.: below this peculiar object, which is very well seen in 

No. 1, Plate, Fig. 1, is an oval ring ornament, and there is 

another similar oval ring ornament in front  of  the horse's head. It is 

an interesting fact  that the reverses of  Nos. 2, 4 and 7, Plate, 

Figs. 2, 4 and 7, are from  the identical die. The feet  of  the horse 

are very peculiar and consist of  hooks with the points directed upwards 
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and forwards:  this is well seen in Nos. 4 and 8, Plate, Figs. 4 

and 8. 

Below is a table of  the weights of  the twelve specimens exhibited : — 

No. 1, 98" 1 grains. (In my Cabinet.) 

„ 2, 98-1 

„ 3> 98"° 
„ 4, 977 „ (In my Cabinet.) 

„ 5. 97'6 
,, 6, 97-6 
„ 7, 97'6 
„ 8, 97'S „ 9, 97"5 
„ 10, 97'4 
,, 11, 97'3 
„ 12, 96-2 

giving an average weight of  97"5 grains ; the numbers correspond to 

the figures  in the Plate. This is considerably heavier than the usual 

weight of  90 grains stated by Sir John Evans, whose heaviest coin is 

given as 95 grains for  one of  the first  class which was found  in Elham 

in Kent. Sir John Evans mentions that specimens of  the first  class 

have also been found  at Folkestone, Godalming and Colchester : and 

coins of  both classes near Ryarsh in Kent : he adds that similar coins 

are of  not infrequent  occurrence on the Continent, mostly, if  not always 

of  the first  class. T h e y are said by Lelewel to be found  in the Belgic 

Territory (Plate III, 36) and are engraved as Gaulish in the Revue 

Nttmismatique,  vol. ii, p. 82, Plate III , 1, though reference  is made to 

Gough's Camden. Others are engraved by Lambert, Plate VI, 3 and 

4 ; Plate X I bis 11 ; but the place of  finding  is not given. 

W e will now proceed to the description of  the bullet-shaped 

staters, sixteen in number, out of  the 200 found  in the hoard. Daniel 

Wilson's words cannot be improved upon ; " they resemble two 

segments of  a sphere irregularly joined and appear to have been cast 

in a mould." They are flattened  and measure almost exactly half 

an inch in their greatest diameter, which includes the irregular ridge 

separating the two segments of  the sphere, and are slightly more than 

^-inch in their other diameter, taken from  the centres of  the half 
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spheres. One-half  of  the sphere is smooth, except for  accidental 

irregularities due probably to air bubbles, while the other half  of  the 

sphere has a more or less distinct small cross exactly in the centre of 

the convexity. In careful  examination it will be found  in some 

specimens that the arms of  the cross are not short, but really extend as 

fine  lines up to the thick ridge separating the segments of  the sphere : 

so that the crosses are really double the size they appear to be on 

casual inspection : this large cross is easily made out in Nos. 1, 3, 4, 

5 and 8 ; Plate, Fig. 13. The gold of  these bullet-shaped staters 

appears to be good and the following  table gives their weights : — 

Plate, Fig. 14. 

(In my Cabinet), Plate, Fig. 13. 

No. h 112-8 grains. 

» 2 112*7 » 

}} 3. III -9 M 
>> 4, i n - 8 » 

J) 5. i u - 3 w 
1) 6, 111*3 w 
» 7, HIT) » 

i) B, 11 r o » 

)} 9, 1107 

» 10, 1 io'6 

„ 11, 110-4 

» 12, 109-5 

13, 109-2 » 

14. 109-2 » 

>> IS, 109-1 » 

)) 16, 107-3 » 

With an average weight of  110"6 grains. 

Several interesting questions are raised by a consideration of  this 

French hoard. In the first  place, is Sir John Evans justified  in placing 

the Staters, Evans, B. 8 amongst the Ancient British series ? T h e 

staters I have described are so exactly similar to those attributed to 

the Ancient Britons (the only difference  being the presence of  the object 

resembling Jupiter's thunderbolt behind the horse in the French coins) 

that we must conclude that they were executed by the same skilled 

workmen ; as there are three specimens which bear marks of  being from 

the same die on the reverse, it is very probable they were struck in the 

locality where they were found.  I have here a reputed Gaulish coin, 

VOL. IV. Q 
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although its provenance is unknown ; it belongs to the Morini type (Plate, 

Fig. 15). T h e obverse is plain, except the slight flat  boss in the 

centre and the depressed ridge round three-fourths  of  its circumference. 

T h e reverse has exactly the same tailless horse, arms of  Victory, oval 

ring ornaments, and Jupiter's thunderbolt object behind the horse, as 

in the specimens shown to-night, the only difference  being in the 

exergue ; below the beaded exergual line, instead of  the zigzag arrange-

ment, we have a series of  open crescents placed alternately with the 

convexities upwards and downwards ; the horns of  the crescents end 

in pellets, and within the cavity of  each crescent is a larger pellet ; 

another, although slighter, difference  is that the feet  of  the horse are 

hooked in the contrary direction, viz., with the points of  the hooks 

directed backwards instead of  forwards  as in the French specimens 

exhibited to-night; the weight of  the coin is 94'4 grains. In my 

humble opinion, the evidence is sufficiently  strong to induce Sir John 

Evans to relegate his Evans B. 8 to the Gaulish series, and no longer 

to include them in that of  the Ancient Britons. T h e numerous 

specimens which have been found  in England have most probably 

been imported from  Gaul, where they were coined; most of  these 

English specimens have been found  not very far  from  the coast. 

In the next place, is there any relation to be deduced between 

these cupped staters and the bullet-shaped staters by their being found 

together in the same hoard ? It has been suggested that the cupped 

staters have been struck from  these identical bullet-shaped staters, but. 

I think a reference  to the tables of  weights I have given will prove 

that this is a mistake. The heaviest bullet stater is 112'8 grains and 
o 

the lightest 107*3 grains, with an average weight of  IIO'6 grains; 

whereas the two heaviest cupped staters weigh only 98*1, and the 

lightest 96 "2 grains, with an average weight of  97*5 grains : it is 

impossible to believe that by the process of  striking the bullet-shaped 

staters should have each lost an average of  15 "3 grains. A t the same 

time I think it is very possible, indeed very probable, that these cupped 

staters with plain obverses were struck from  similar bullet-shaped gold 

casts of  smaller weight. In every one of  these cupped staters, the 

obverse exhibits a large plain low boss with depressed ridge more or-
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less distinct surrounding it, which is evidently one of  the globular half 

spheres flattened  out by the process of  striking the cupped stater. 

Sir John Evans says : — 

" The obverse of  these coins has in all cases been struck from  dies 
having a concave recess (occasionally flattened  or with a band across 
its centre) and with a flat  rim round it. This rim has frequently  had 
some indentations in it, which have sometimes almost the appearance 
of  a legend when they happen to appear on the coins. On some, the 
objects assume the form  of  S-shaped ornaments somewhat resembling 
the locks of  hair at the back of  the head of  the early coins and of 
which they are possibly imitations." 

This rim with peculiar indentations is to be observed in several of 

these French coins, especially Nos. 1, 3, 4, 7 and 11 (Plate, Figs. 

1, 3, 4, 7 and 11), but I believe Sir John Evans is mistaken in his 

theory of  their production "from  wear either of  the die or coin" by 

which the bust had become more or less obliterated. It is more 

probable that they are the result of  the flattening  out of  the globular 

half  spheres with the ridge left  by the mould in which they were cast. 

I believe that all those staters which have a plain convex obverse have 

been struck by one engraved die only, viz., a figured  reverse die, while 

the gold bullet was lying in some plainly hollowed receptacle or plain 

die to prevent its slipping away during the striking. 

Note.  — Sir John Evans, after  reading my manuscript, writes :—-

" A s to the new views that you bring forward  we are not in accord. 
I do not see how such coins as B. 8 could have been struck from  one 
die only and not two. As to their not being British, but Gaulish, I 
regard them as being both. They were, I think, current among the 
Belgic tribe on both sides of  the Channel, as was the case with some 
coins of  other types. I have, I think, recorded just on forty  English 
localities in which they have been found—see  Supplement, as well as 
Ancient British Coins—and  I have seen a hoard, I think from  Essex, 
in which there were some thirty of  this B. 8 type." 

I have reserved to the last for  consideration the extraordinary fact 

of  these cross-marked Qold bullets having- been found  in Scotland in 
o o 

several localities scores of  miles apart. It is impossible to believe that 

these globular staters, so exactly similar to the French ones, were cast 

in Scotland, and we can only suppose that they were taken there, either 
Q 2 
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as the result of  some piratical raid on the northern coast of  France, or 

that even in those early centuries a greater civilisation existed than is 

usually believed in Scotland, and that its inhabitants had commercial 

dealings with the inhabitants of  Gaul. 

T h e remaining figures  on the Plate are given for  the purpose 

of  comparison with these French staters. 

Fig. 16 is a stater in the cabinet of  our President, Mr. P. Carlyon-

Britton, weighing 90^4 grains ; it is apparently identical with the 

French specimens, except that the horse's feet  consist of  hooks directed 

backwards instead of  forwards. 

Fig. 17 in my cabinet, weighs 90 grains, and is undoubtedly 

British (see Evans B. 10); the obverse is almost perfectly  plain and 

the reverse has a similar horse to that on the French staters, but it has 

a triple tail and its legs have no cock's spurs, with the hoofs  more 

naturally shaped and not hooked forwards  ; instead of  a globule under 

the horse there is an eight-rayed wheel. 

Fig. 18 is a Gaulish stater in my cabinet which is attributed (sans 

aucune certitude)  by Monsieur Adrien Blanchet to the Remi, and is 

figured  No. 383 in his Traitd  des Monnaies  Gauloises, 1905. On the 

obverse (convex) is the very degenerate head with the wreath too near 

the edge of  the coin to allow of  the locks of  hair being visible ; the 
o o 

cross bandlet, which is bifid,  ends towards the right (face)  in a solid 

semicircle terminating in a ring ornament from  which diverge two straight 

lines, resembling the open bills of  a bird with curved neck ; besides the 

gorget below, the face  is represented by two joined open crescents with 

three ring ornaments in front.  T h e reverse (concave) corresponds exactly 

to the reverse of  Fig. 17, which is British; it weighs 90^5 grains. 

Figs. 19 and 20 are British staters, in Mr. P. Carlyon-Britton's 

.cabinet, of  the Evans B. 6 type and weigh 76-4 and 44^9 grains 

respectively. T h e exergual line with zigzag and pellets pattern below 

it, is almost exactly similar to that on the French staters described 

above. Fig. 19 is of  silver and Fig. 20 of  bronze. 

In conclusion I have to tender my best thanks to Sir John Evans 

for  referring  me not only to Mr. Daniel Wilson's book, but also to the 

Revue Numismatique  for  1906 and 1907. 
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